IOA® KNOWLEDGE BASE

DATA D E S I G N PAT T E R N S

Data Pipelines & Provenance

Problem

As more applications become more API-centric and are
assembled (and re-assembled), business context and output
value take the form of data (small and large). Coordinating
and following what is essentially a series of data value chains
requires an over arching view that is not in a document, but
handled such that it can be monitored, check pointed and
even dynamically updated.
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Solution

Publish APIs using API management (Application Blueprint*) that process information about data activities and which are then called by (or bundled into) application and service APIs to facilitate automated
metadata management. Since, at the time of the event, the application has the information, auto update it as it happens. In addition, data movement and coordination requires over-arching orchestration
that can be subscribed to. This could simply be a valet interface into the integration service. Next, leverage event processing and monitoring throughout the platform, including pre-processed service views
summarizing activity in their respective domains of control (boundary, inspection, policy management, data services, data integration and API management). For security, data and application design patterns
relationships can be auto determined and combined with the metadata. Patterns of data activity can be created as views with a dashboard or by observing data interactions. While it is encouraged that all data
interactions use the data integration service (data pattern), even with extreme low latency, that level of introspection may be complete overkill for the task at hand. In those cases, APIs updated to metadata
should suffice. At this point, this mega-pattern allows you to deliver an automated self-updating view of all data movement inside the environment and across clouds and ecosystems.
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* Application Blueprint — IOAKB.com
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